NACE International Institute
Contractor Accreditation Program

The industrydriven program for
coatings contractor
accreditation.

Wise asset and facility owners know they cannot afford to take
chances with industrial coatings projects. The stakes are too high
and errors too costly when so many factors beyond the aesthetics
of a facility or structure hinge on the success of the project —
from improving the performance of the asset to extending its
life, to protecting the health and safety of employees and the
community at large.

What Is NIICAP?
The NACE International Institute Contractor Accreditation
Program (NIICAP) is a premier, industry-designed and managed
accreditation program that provides accreditation for contractors
who achieve professional project management and project
performance in the surface preparation and coating or lining
application industry. This comprehensive and innovative program
gives coatings contractors throughout the industrial services
and large manufacturing arenas and owners who seek to hire
them a transparent accreditation for improving product and
service quality, extending asset life and performance, enhancing
best practices, and mitigating business and health, safety and
environmental risks.
Asset owners who specify and select NIICAP-accredited
contractors can have more confidence that they are making a
wise choice in an area of their business that simply cannot
be compromised.

Why Choose NIICAP-Accredited Contractors?
Contractor companies that earn NIICAP accreditation distinguish
themselves as elite coatings vendors by demonstrating the
highest levels of specialty knowledge, product and service quality,
and organizational achievement.
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Owners can be confident they are better protected by hiring
vendors fully accredited in industry-best practices according to
the highest standards of corrosion control, resulting in valuable
efficiencies and savings in time, money and manpower associated
with protecting the world’s infrastructure and large industrial and
manufacturing assets from the effects of corrosion.

Better Quality
The quality standards behind NIICAP accreditation carry the
weight of the world leader in corrosion control. Contractors
who earn the NIICAP seal meet stringent, predefined industry
requirements for coatings and linings applications, follow
predetermined preparation and application processes, and
maintain and foster continual improvement processes, so owners
can have a high level of confidence in the product and service
quality they are receiving.
NIICAP accreditation signifies contractor companies have a formal,
audited system in place to verify employee proficiencies and
project methods. Businesses that have earned the NIICAP seal
are run according to industry-best practice standards and have a
documented history of success. Accredited contractors are more
likely to deliver results on time, on specification and within the
stated budget.
In addition, the audit processes behind NIICAP are comprehensive
and include Field Accreditation, Shop Accreditation, In-house
Applicator Training Endorsement, and Hazardous Waste Removal
and Management Accreditation — so you can be sure your
contractor has been carefully vetted in the latest technologies and
techniques, from surface prep to proper waste disposal.

Reduced Costs and Improved Profits
NIICAP-accredited businesses have made a strong commitment
to a demonstrated and verifiable quality program that carries
through the entire organization. Best practices and continual
improvements translate to fewer failures, minimal reworks and
callbacks, and less downtime at customer sites. With so much at
stake, owners cannot afford to choose the lowest bidder.
Furthermore, owners who prequalify and hire NIICAP-accredited
vendors save valuable time, money, and manpower associated
with the often-rigorous and redundant contractor selection
process — freeing them to focus on other mission-critical tasks.

Reduced Risks
The NIICAP-accredited contractors have demonstrated and
verifiable processes in place to improve safety, reduce incident
risk, and document their processes. Owners who choose
accredited contractors can be confident in the abilities and
training of contractor employees within that organization,
knowing a formal quality program guides the company’s business
practices. Companies choosing accredited contractors can rest
easier knowing their contractors have already been qualified
through the industry-leading quality standards and processes.

Find Out More

To learn more about NIICAP, please visit
www.niicap.net

The Bottom Line
By selecting contractors with the NIICAP seal, owners can have
more confidence in the success of their project and their facility,
knowing chosen vendors are fully accredited to perform the best
and latest in coatings preparation, application and inspection
techniques, and practices. Better quality, increased savings, and
reduced risks translate to an improved bottom line.

What distinguishes the NIICAP
quality assurance program?
• Designed, managed and driven by a
collective group of the industry’s leading
owners and contractor experts
• Robust but transparent and customer
focused, with audits overseen by
contracted, third-party seasoned inspectors
• Real-time information and audit data
available to participants, providing
documentable and convenient data for
safety audits
• Offered and overseen by world leaders
in corrosion control and certification
programs that drive corrosion industry
performance
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